of such experiments involves n randomly chosen subjects who respond once to each of p distinct treatments. The hypothesis of no treatment effects is considered under several different combinations of assumptions concerning the joint distribution of the observations corresponding to each of the particular subjects. For each situation, an appropriate test procedure is discussed and its properties studied.
The different methods considered in the paper are illustrated in detail in two numerical examples. These examples have been chosen to illustrate the relative performances of the different test criteria for a situation in which the null hypothesis is essentially true (Example 1) and for a situation in which the null hypothesis is essentially false (Example 2).
Finally, the section on examples contains algorithms for the efficient computation of the various test criteria. A computer program based on these algorithms has been written and can be made available to any interested persons. [1947J and Scheff~[1959J) ? let Y., be the response of the i-th subject to the 1.J j-th treatment for i=1,2,.... ,n; j=1,.2, ... ,p. Thus? each subject responds to Y' = (Y'l""'Y' ),. i=1,.2, ... ,n .
-i. 1.p moo = b.+t., i=1,2, ... ,.n; j=1,2, ... ,p.
1.J 1. J Together with (1.2) and (1.3), the basic assumption throughout this paper is A.1. The joint distribution of any linearly independent set of contrasts among the observations on any particular subject is diagonally symmetric.
(1. Two additional assumptions which mayor may not be imposed are A.2. The "additivity" of subject effects;
A.3. The "compound synnnetry" of the error vectors.
The assumptions A.1,. A.2, and A.3 will be explained more fully in what follows.
In any event, four cases of interest arise; and these may be described by the
I
.' I J In each of the above cases, the hypothesis of no treatment effects, i.e.,
where i' = (1, .. :, 1) and £1 1 = o.
of these tests are also studied.
(1. Note that A.4 implies that the~i' i= 1,2, ... , n, are independently dis tribu ted according to the multivariate normal distributions N(~i'~)' i=1,2, ... ,n, where as follows. Let C be a (p xp) matrix of the following structure 
he test of H in (1.4) may now be based on the For a further discussion of the parametric case, the reader is referred to Wilks [1946J, Scheffe [1959J, Imhof [1960J~and Geisser [1963J. 3 (3.5)
• ,n. Thus, under this conditional probability law (say~n)'
Since the T ,'s in (3.3) satisfy the constraint n, J "scatter" not confined to any lower dimensional space of the real p-dimensiona1 space (R ), one may show that n V has rank (p-1) in probability (the argument p~n is similar to that given in Puri and Sen [1966J) . Thus, if~is defined as in I I .
is essentially singular and of rank at most (p-1). (3.12)
From the above remarks, we have the following test procedure
Thus, under~, W has asymptotically a chi-square distribution n n of rank (p-1).
where p{X 2 (p-1)~X(1_E)(p-1)} = E, O<E<l, the desired significance level.
If we now define a kernel Using the well-known results on U-statistics (cf. Hoeffding [1948J, Fraser [1947J) I .' I I I I Finally, one may note that given the permutation covariance matrix V , n Therefore, to study the asymptotic power of the test, we shall consider a is consistent against any heterogeneity of t 1 , •.. ,t p ' t 1 , .
•. ,t p (not all equal), the power of the test will shown that permutationally W* has sensibly a x 2 -distribution with (p-l) degrees a way similar to that followed in Case I, we define elements of a matrix 'J,* = (V~t) by n i=l~J [ 1966] .
In this section, we shall consider the statistical analysis of two
""
For small values of n, the permutation distribution of W* can be traced by n reference to the (pl)n conditionally equally likely intra-subject rank per-,.. mutations. For large n, W has sensibly a X 2 -distribution with (p-1) d.f. denoted by R.., we proceed as follows. IA -. and zero is assigned to zero values). iii.
be performed efficiently by proceeding as follows. Since the test statistics obtained above all exceed the 99th percentile point of the chi-sqpare distribution with three degrees of freedom, we reject H for a each of the Cases I-IV.
One may note that the statistic W is considerably larger than the others. n
One reason for this is that with W the particular arrangement of the ranks n within the blocks not only affects the mean scores associated with a treatment but also the estimated variance-covariance matrix. As a result, for data configurations in which the intra-block ranks show consistent treatment differences, the statistic W is likely to be very large. For example, suppose for n the case n = 8, p = 4, we observed a rank matrix in which the arrangement (4 3 2 1) occurred four times and the arrangement (3 4 2 1) occurred four times; the contrast obtained by subtracting the score assigned to the fourth treatment from that assigned to the third treatment has a mean value of one but an estimated variance of zero. Strictly speaking, W cannot be computed, but we n can argue that its value is infinite.
. . . ""* On the other hand, when we compute Wand W, the estimated variability n n of the treatment mean scores depends only on the values of the ranks assigned to a block and not on the particular arrangement of them within the blocks.
'Ie
For reasons similar to those given previously for W, the statistic W 
